
1) Under what policies did the University act during the events in Morrill Hall?

The University faculty approved in 1968 a new policy on campus
Demonstrations. The policy calls for the most generous possible.
response' to demonstrations, but allows action in the case of demonstrations
that seriously disrupt the educational program of the University. Where

. Possible, the policy is carried out with the advice of the chairmen of
some key com.mittees of the University as was done in this case.

2) Y'hy did the black students "sit-in"?

The students said that they wanted more rapid progress on an Afro
American department, a black conference and black control of the
Martin Luther King Fund, Boatd.

3} Why did the University enter into "negotiations" with the black students'?
I

The committee assembled by President Moos began its meeting shortly after
the sit-in started, black student representation asked that discussions
take place bctween thc University and their group.

4} What actions were availablc to the committee?

The committee co uld have decided that no ser~ous disruption had taken
place, asked the University President to call the police, or taken
other action to discourage the sit-in. The committee recommended
that the negotiations take place.

5} Why were the police not called immediately?

First, the immediate opening of negotiation suggested an early end
to the problem. Second, appearance of police often escalate a problem
Third, the arrest of many students might well have led to a sympathetic
response throughout the community and a lar gel' and more violent
confrontation might have taken place later. Finally there was no reason
to believe that any damage would occur during the sit-in.

6} What were the negotiations like?

Seven black students and seven members of the University staff met
. several times to reach agreement. The focus was on the particular
"demands" made and their validity. Gradually, as communications
improved and the various issues became c~earer, areas of nlutual
agreement enlcrged. There was no discussion of press ure or coercion.
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7) What"justification is there foro the assertion the University did not
"capitulate" ?

The University did not agree to a Department of Afro-American studies -
°it did agree to press forward with its developing plans for afro-studies
programs in a more general program of ethical studies. The University
did not agree to support a black conference without control. It did
agree to provide funds for a conference, as it does for other groups,
provided a budget and conference plan is developed. The University
did not give control of the MLK fund to out side control. Since the
University does not control the fund, it could not do so. The University
did agree to assist in recommending the adding of community members

to the MLK Board. The University believes all of these steps are
educationally sound and in the interest of all students.

8) Is the failure to use force an indication of a lack of administrative courage?

Calling the police is not an especially courageous step. Rather, the
administration may well be removed fr011.1. the problem. However,

I experience from other institutions suggests c1arly that such a step
does not alienate the problem and often escalates or prolongs a
controvers y unneces sarily.

9) How much damage was done?

The following damage was done . . . . .

10) What are University disciplinary procedures?

The Investigating Commission studying the incident will develop the
facts as fully as possible. 1£ charges against individual groups seem
appropriate, there are standing committees of the University available
in which to press such charges.

11) Will a decision by negotiations lead to further use of demands and demonstrations?

It is impossible to guarantee there will be no further incidents at the
University of Minnesota or at any other unive rsity in these difficult
days. It is important, however, to recognize that use of force has not
discouraged the use of demonstrations and the University wishes to
attempt every honorable effort at reconciliation before resorting to
such methods. It is possible that reconciliation can lead to mutual
trust rather than to further confrontation.

12) Would the same method have been used to deal with an incident involving
white students?

It is difficult to generalize because events are quite different from
confrontation to confrontation. However, the response was to the
legitimacy of the student goals and a similar recognition in the case
of white students would have called for similar action.



13) Will public fmds be used to pay for the damage?

Unless identification is possible, public funds must be used. However,
it is well to remember that a police action might well have been as
costly or more costly, and the added hazard to life. would have been
unfortunate.

14) Does not an incident such as this break down law and order?

The exist~ncc of disruptive demonstrations in society is an unpleasant
fact of life. The University wishes to avoid recurrence if at all
possible. The policy of the University is to seek to do so by all means,
and the incident must be seen as one which can be solved in such a way
as to increase or decrease the pos s ibility of further incidents. Law
and order may well be better maintained where an honorable agreement
between black students and the University has been successfully
concluded.


